
Proofread and Punctuate
Without punctuation, it is difficult for a reader to elicit any meaning in a text. These novel extracts are 
missing all punctuation except the occasional full stop. Your job is to read a passage and try to make 
sense of it, inserting all the punctuation where required, thinking about how punctuation choices will 
shape the meaning of the text.

They were sitting on some steps in the Uffizi Arcade 
he must have carried her he rose when she spoke and 
began to dust his knees she repeated Oh what have I 
done you fainted I – I am very sorry

How are you now perfectly well absolutely well and she 
began to nod and smile then let us come home theres 
no point in our stopping he led out his hand to pull 
her up he pretended not to see it the cries from the 
fountain they had never ceased rang emptily the whole 
world seemed pale and void of its original meaning 
how very kind you have been I might have hurt myself 
falling but now I am well I can go alone thank you.

(‘A Room with a View’ – E.M. Forster)



Proofread and Punctuate Answer
Without punctuation, it is difficult for a reader to elicit any meaning in a text. These novel extracts are 
missing all punctuation except the occasional full stop. Your job is to read a passage and try to make 
sense of it, inserting all the punctuation where required, thinking about how punctuation choices will 
shape the meaning of the text.

They were sitting on some steps in the Uffizi Arcade. He must have carried her. He rose when she 
spoke, and began to dust his knees. She repeated:

“Oh, what have I done?”

“You fainted.”

“I – I am very sorry.”

“How are you now?”

“Perfectly well – absolutely well.” And she began to nod and smile.

Then let us come home. There’s no point in our stopping.”

He led out his hand to pull her up . She pretended not to see it. The cries from the fountain –  
they had never ceased – rang emptily. The whole world seemed pale and void of its original meaning. 

“How very kind you have been! I might have hurt myself falling. But now I am well. I can go alone, 
thank you.”

(‘A Room with a View’ – E.M. Forster)


